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Abstract

The presented paper describes a new type of classification of dams in torrential watersheds. This
classification divides the dams according to the shape of the functional part of the dam into hierarchically
arranged classes with the objective to be coherent, unambiguous, useable for data bases and as comprehensive
and expandable as possible. On the irst (highest) hierarchical level all dams are divided into “Open Dams”
and “Solid Body Dams”. The “Open Dams” are classified on the second hierarchical level according to the
shape of the openings and on the third hierarchical level according to the components that cover the openings
in order to maintain their sustainable function. According to this hierarchical classification the “Open Dams”
are designated by the use of a two-part nomenclature. The first part of the dam designation describes the
shape of the openings and the second part the components that cover the openings. Additionally the dams
can be specified by using attributes which refer to special designs of individual dam parts.
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Introduction

In each field of technology or natural sciences there are conventions for the designation of representative
elements of the respective technical discipline. While it is sufficient for the layman to call a dam as such, experts
need a clear phraseology for technical discussions. With the development of a holistic and dynamic approach
to the system torrent, the improved understanding of the mass translocation processes in torrential watersheds
and last but not least as a result of the progressive developments in the fields of the building industry, a
multiplicity of different construction types of dams in torrential watersheds has been developed. At the same
time many different names for these construction types have been developed, often several designations for the
same construction type.

For current and future projects, in which dams in torrential watersheds are to be evaluated or registered
in information systems, it is a basic condition that an unambiguous classification system of construction types
is available. Therefore it is urgently necessary to specify a clear phraseology for the definition and classification
of the different construction types of dams in torrential watersheds in order to accelerate the progress in the
fields of torrential hazard mitigation by efficient know-how exchange.

Method

In principle all dams in torrential watersheds can be classified according to the following four, in the
order of their importance enumerated criteria:

1. Function

2. Shape of the functional part of the dam

3. Building material

4. Static System

Classifications according to the function lead to function types (Üblagger 1973, Kettl 1984), such according to
the shape of the functional part of the dam, the building material or the static system lead to construction
types (Kronfellner-Kraus 1970, Leys 1973, Zollinger 1986, Molin 1997). If a classification wants to fulfill one of
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the nomenclature of the construction type classification of dams in
torrential watersheds (Hübl et al. 2003)

the most important requirements, namely the avoidance of ambiguities, then it has to be limited to only one
classification criterion.

Fulfilling this requirement the presented classification uses only the shape of the functional part of the
dam as classification criterion, which is the most important one for construction type classifications. In this
connection the functional part of the dam is defined as the part which ensures the dam’s main function.

The presented classification is one of the results of the research project “Dimensioning of open dams
for sediment management in torrents” at the Institute of Mountain Risk Engineering (University of Natural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences-Vienna) which was commissioned by the Austrian Federal Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management (Wehrmann 2001, Hübl et al. 2003). In this study
the classification was applied and evaluated on about 100 structures in 24 catchments in the Austrian Alps.

Objectives

The presented construction type classification of dams in torrential watersheds has the objective to be

• hierarchically structured,

• coherent,

• unambiguous,

• useable for data bases,

• comprehensive and

• expandable.

Classification

The presented construction type classification of dams in torrential watersheds divides the dams accord-
ing to the shape of their functional part into hierarchically arranged classes. On the first (highest) hierarchical
level all dams are divided into “Open Dams” and “Solid Body Dams”. Open Dams feature functional open-
ings that are designed to let pass part of the water or the sediments. Solid Body Dams feature no functional
openings in the dam body, but can feature small constructional openings such as weep holes.

Open Dams are classified on the second hierarchical level according to the shape of the openings (Fig. 8)
and on the third hierarchical level according to the components that cover the openings in order to maintain
their sustainable function. According to this hierarchical classification the Open Dams are designated by the
use of a two-part nomenclature. The first part of the dam designation describes the shape of the openings
and the second part the components that cover the openings. Additionally the dams can be specified by using
attributes which refer to special designs of individual dam parts. In this way an unambiguous designation for
every construction type can be methodically determined (Fig. 1).

First an overview of the new construction type classification of dams in torrential watersheds is given.
Then the construction types are defined and examples of the attributes are given.

1. Solid Body Dams

1.1. Single Solid Body Dams

1.2. Arched Solid Body Dams

1.3. Multiple Solid Body Dams
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2. Open Dams

2.1. Slot Dams

Large Slot Dams

Open Large Slot Dams

Large Slot Rake Dams

Large Slot Beam Dams

Large Slot Grill Dams

Closed Large Slot Dams

Small Slot Dams

Open Small Slot Dams

Small Slot Rake Dams

Small Slot Beam Dams

Small Slot Grill Dams

Closed Small Slot Dams

2.2. Slit Dams

Open Slit Dams

Slit Rake Dams

Slit Beam Dams

Slit Grill Dams

Closed Slit Dams

2.3. Compound Dams

Open Compound Dams

Compound Rake Dams

Compound Beam Dams

Compound Grill Dams

Closed Compound Dams

2.4. Sectional Dams

Open Sectional Dams

Sectional Rake Dams

Sectional Beam Dams

Sectional Grill Dams

Closed Sectional Dams

2.5. Lattice Dams

Plane Rake Dams

Plane Beam Dams

Plane Grill Dams

Frame Dams

2.6. Net Dams

1. SOLID BODY DAMS feature no functional openings in the dam body, but can feature small con-
structional openings such as weep holes. “Solid Body Dams” are subdivided according to the shape of their
functional part into:

1.1 Single Solid Body Dams are neither arched in top view nor in cross section.

1.2 Arched Solid Body Dams are arched in top view and/or in cross section.

1.3 Multiple Solid Body Dams are cascaded on their downstream side.
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Fig. 2. Closed Slit Dam (Zinkenbach, Salzburg, Photo: Wehrmann)

2. OPEN DAMS feature functional openings that are designed to let pass part of the water or the sediments.
“Open Dams” are designated by the use of a two-part nomenclature. The first part of the dam designation
describes the shape of the openings and the second part the components that cover the openings. If the opening
is not covered, the term “Open” precedes the dam designation (e.g. Open Slit Dam). If the opening is fully
covered by removable elements, the term “Closed” precedes the dam designation (e.g. Closed Slit Dam).

In order to prevent ambiguities in the designation of the dams the relevant dimensions of the openings
are defined as follows:

• height of the opening (ho): vertical dimension of the opening

• width of the opening (wo): horizontal dimension of the opening

• long side of the opening (lo:) longest dimension of the opening

• narrow side of the opening (no): shortest dimension of the opening

In the case of several openings in the dam body the opening with the maximum height (ho), width (wo) or
long side (lo) is relevant for the dam designation.

The height of the dam (hd) is defined according to DIN 19663 and is measured from the top edge of
the footing up to the overflow level.
A) According to the shape of the opening “Open Dams” are divided into:

2.1 Slot Dams are “Open Dams” with a continuous overflow crest, which feature:

(1) either stout openings (lo ≤ 2no) with long sides larger than half the height of the dam (lo > hd/2),

(2)

or, regardless of the shape of the opening, openings with long sides smaller or the same as half the height of
the dam (lo ≤ hd/2).

“Slot Dams” are subdivided into:

• Large Slot Dams feature large openings, designed to let part of the sediments pass.

• Small Slot Dams feature small openings, designed to let only part of the water pass.

2.2 Slit Dams are “Open Dams” which feature:
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Fig. 3. Large Slot inclined Rake Dam (Angerbach, Salzburg, Photo: WLV)

Fig. 4. Open Slit Dam with 2 vertical slits (Kapellengraben, Salzburg, Photo: WLV)

(1) either a continuous overflow crest and longish openings (lo > 2no) with long sides larger than half the
height of the dam (lo > hd/2),

(2) or a gap crested overflow area and openings with heights larger than half the height of the dam (ho >
hd/2), regardless of the shape of the opening.

In case of “Gap Crested Slit Dams” with several slits, only those belong to the “Sit Dams”, which
feature openings with widths smaller than the width of the solid element between (wo < wsol). Otherwise(wo ≥
wsol)these dams are defined as “Sectional Dams” (see below). Depending on the position of the long side of
the opening, “Slit Dams” can be subdivided (with adding the number of slit openings) into:

• Slit Dams with n vertical slits feature slit openings with vertical long sides.

• Slit Dams with n horizontal slits feature slit openings with horizontal long sides.

2.3 Compound Dams are “Gap Crested Dams”, which are “Solid Body Dams” on the lower half and “Open
Dams” on the upper half, and therefore represent transition types. Because “Compound Dams” after full
deposition of the solid part function as “Open Dams”, they are classified as “Open Dams”. “Compound
Dams” feature openings in the overflow crest with opening-heights smaller or the same as half the height of
the dam (ho ≤ hd/2) but at the same time feature no openings larger than weep holes within the lower half of
the dam.
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Fig. 5. Open Compound Dam with 3 cogs (Niedernsiller Mühlbach, Salzburg, Photo: Wehrmann)

Fig. 6. Open Sectional Dam with 2 fins (Schwaighofgraben, Salzburg, Photo: WLV)

“Compound Dams” are subdivided according to the ratio between the width of the openings (wo) and
the width of the solid part between (wsol) into:

• Compound Dams with n openings (one single opening or wo < wsol)

• Compound Dams with n cogs (wo ≥ wsol)

2.4 Sectional Dams consist, either in their entirety or in the structure center, of fins (= narrow side charged
walls) or piles (= columnar bodies). The height of the openings between the fins or piles of “Sectional Dams”
is larger than half the height of the dams (ho > hd/2).

“Sectional Dams” with piles or with only one fin are “Gap Crested Dams” which differ from “Slit
Dams” by the fact that “Sectional Dams” feature openings with widths larger or the same as the width of the
solid element (fins or piles) between (wo ≥ wsol). “Sectional Dams” with several fins do not have to follow the
condition (wo ≥ wsol) and can be gap crested or continuous crested if the fins are connected by an overflow
structure.

“Sectional Dams” can be divided according to their elements (with adding the number of the elements
between openings) into:

• Sectional Dams with n fins

• Sectional Dams with n piles

2.5 Lattice Dams are “Open Dams” with the dam body consisting in its entirety or in the structure center
of bars. Bars are elements with a very small cross sectional area in relation to their length (normally steel
girders, seldom wooden bars).
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Fig. 7. Fig. 7 Frame Dam (Japan, Photo: Hübl)

Depending on the position of the bars “Lattice Dams” are divided into:

• Plane Lattice Dams (the dam body consists of bars that are oriented in one plane)

– Plane Rake Dams (the dam body consists of vertical bars)

– Plane Beam Dams (the dam body consists of horizontal bars)

– Plane Grill Dams (the dam body consists of vertical and horizontal bars)

• Frame Dams (the dam body consists of bars that form a spatial lattice)

2.6 Net Dams consist, either in their entirety or in the structure center, of flexible, honeycombed elements
that form a net.

The first part of the designation of the “Open Dams” according to the shape of their functional openings
can be easily derived with the help of the flow chart in Fig. 8.

B) “Open Dams” are divided according to the components that cover the openings or build the
dam body of Lattice Dams into:

Rake Dams feature mainly vertical bars. According to the inclination angle of the plane formed by the rake
they are subdivided into:

• Rake Dams with perpendicular rake ⇒ short: “Rake Dams”

• Rake Dams with inclined rake ⇒ short: “Inclined Rake Dams”

In general perpendicular rakes are integrated in the openings, while inclined rakes are installed upstream of
the openings. If the situation is reverse, this is to be added as:

• with integrated rake

• with the rake installed upstream

Beam Dams feature mainly horizontal bars. According to the inclination angle of the plane formed by the
beams they are subdivided into:

• Beam Dams with perpendicular beam plane ⇒ short: “Beam Dams”

• Beam Dams with inclined beam plane ⇒ short: “Inclined Beam Dams”

In general perpendicular beam planes are integrated in the openings, while inclined beam planes are installed
upstream of the openings. If the situation is reverse, this is to be added as:

• with integrated beams

• with the beams installed upstream

Grill Dams feature nearly the same number of horizontal and vertical bars. According to the inclination
angle of the grill they are subdivided into:
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Fig. 8. Flow chart to classify the dams according to the shape of the functional opening (Hübl et
al. 2003, modified)

• Grill Dams with perpendicular grill ⇒ short: “Grill Dams”

• Grill Dams with inclined grill ⇒ short: “Inclined Grill Dams”

In general perpendicular grills are integrated in the openings, while inclined grills are installed upstream of the
openings. If the situation is reverse, this is to be added as:

• with integrated grill

• with the grill installed upstream

3. ATTRIBUTES
In combination with the above shown classification the dams can be further specified by using attributes

which refer to special designs of individual dam parts. These attributes characterize for example the plan shape
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Fig. 9. Sectional Inclined Rake Dam with 1 fin (Angerbach, Salzburg, Photo: WLV)

Fig. 10. Slit Beam Dam (Schmittenbach, Salzburg, Photo: WLV)

of the dams (e.g. arched with upstream or downstream vertex), special shapes of slit openings (e.g. L-shaped,
(⊥-shaped, V-shaped, Λ-shaped, cruciform), the overflow crest (e.g. continuous or gap crested), the number of
openings, shutters for discharge dosing openings, water sided debris flow fins, variable distances of bars, sliding
wing walls etc. For a detailed description of the most important attributes see Hübl et al. 2003.

Conclusions

The way, how a dam affects a torrent event, depends, apart from the condition of the event and the
geomorphologic parameters at the dam location, to a majority on the shape of the functional part of the dam
and less on its building material or on its static system. Because of this the shape of the functional part of the
dam was chosen as classification criterion for the presented construction type classification of dams in torrential
watersheds. This new classification makes a clear phraseology available for an unambiguous designation of all
the different construction types. With the help of this terminology all these construction types can now be
registered without ambiguities in information systems and can be evaluated according to their costs, their
environmental compatibility or their performance within the individual torrent control system.
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